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A Photographic Reproduction of

GREAT BRITAIN'S COASTING PILOT
(1693)

by

Captain Greenville Collins

Principally reproduced from the “King's Copy” (BL 2) in
The British Library, London
C.8.d.7.
with additions from other sources as necessary for completeness.
Fig 53.  Four contemporary bindings of *Great Britain's Coasting Pilot*.
Top Left: Cambridge University Library, Hanson.bb.63 owned by Sir John Lowther, dedicatee of Chart 29 [*The Irish Sea and Isle of Man*]
Top Right: Edinburgh University Library, JZ13 donated to the University by the “Good Town of Edinburgh” on 14 March 1695.
Bottom Left: Oxford, Bodleian Library, Map Res. 128.
Bottom Right: Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepys Library, 2988 owned from publication by Samuel Pepys, dedicatee of Chart E, *Harwich, Woodbridg and Handfordwater*. An elaborately hand-coloured copy with the charts ordered in a unique continuous anti-clockwise sequence.
GREAT BRITAINS
COASTING-PILOT.

THE FIRST PART.

Being a New and Exact
SURVEY of the Sea-Coast
OF ENGLAND,
FROM THE
RIVER of THAMES
TO THE
WESTWARD,
WITH THE
ISLANDS of SCILLY,
And from thence to
CARLIE.

DISCLOSING
All the Harbours, Rivers, Bays, Roads, Rocks, Sands, Barrys,
Recesses, Sea-Marks, Depths of Water, Latitude, Bearings and
Distances from Place to Place, the Setting and Flowing of
Tides, with Directions for the knowing of any Place, and
How to Anchor a Ship in the same with Safety,
With Directions for Going into the CHANNEL between ENGLAND
and FRANCE

By S. GREENE
...

LONDON:
Printed by Samuel B Leigh, and are to be Sold by
Richard MANU
Bookbinder, at the Pyrms on Tower-Hill. 1693.
4 [The English Channel]
5 [The English Channel, with inset of Brest Harbour] (Composite Image - Also including Plates 6 and 7)
12 [Portland Bill and Weymouth Roads]
17, Fowey and Mounts Bay
19 [The Lizard and The Isles of Scilly]
20, The Islands of Scilly
[21, St George's Channel]
[22, The Severn or Channell of Bristol]
[23] The River Avon from the Severn to the City of Bristol, from NMM.
25, Milford Hauen (sic.) and Islands Adjacent
26, The Coast of Wales
27, Holy-Head
28 [The Menai Strait]
29 [The Irish Sea and The Isle of Man]
30, The River Dee, or Chester-Water
31 [The Isle of Man]
32 [Carreckfergus (sic.) Lough]
33 [Carlingford Lough], from an early eighteenth-century edition.
[36] Kingsale Harbour (from the 1693 copy in London, Guildhall Library)
39, How These Severall Lands Show at Sea
Text title page to Part Two
Inset of Cocket Isle and Northumberland Coast, in Sailing Directions in Part Two.
[A, The Thames to the Number, with inset of the River Thames] from NMM.
B [The Western North Sea]
3 [The North Sea] (This map appears in Part Two of all primary source copies examined.)
E, Harwich, Woodbridg (sic.) and Handfordwater
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F, Yarmouth and the Sands About It
G [Blakeney Harbour]
H, The River Humber
I, Burlington Bay, Scarbrough (sic.) and Hartlepoole
L [Northumberland Coast and Newcastle]
C, The East Coast of Scotland with the Isles of Orkney and Shetland. (This map appears after Map M in all primary source copies.)
N [Edinburgh Firth]
O [Leith]
P [The River Tay, with insets of Aberdeen and Montrose]
Q [The Firth of Murry]
R, The Islands of Orkney
S, The Chiefe Harbours in the Islands of Orkney
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T [Part of the Maine Island of Shetland]
V, [15 Coastal Silhouettes]
W, The South Part of the Isles of Shetland